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First Thoughts
•Hope is like a road in
the country;there was
never a road, but when
many people walk on it,
the road comes into
existence.
-Lin Yutang
•All seasons are beautiful for the person who
carries
happiness
within.
-Horace
•Tears will get you
sympathy;sweat will get
you change.
-Jesse Jackson
•Leaders do not create
followers, they create
more leaders.
-Tom Peters
•Flowers are the sweetest things God ever
made, and forgot to put
a soul into.
-Henry Beecher
•True love begins when
nothing is looked for in
return.
-Antoine De Exupery

For Stars, profession and
politics are two sides of
the same coin. Use any
side to win the game !

REFLEC TIONS
Bi-Monthly Opinions from The Phoenix Resource Centre

Lethal Counterblast Of the Ye a r
The D-room decorum
is broken with the captaincoach spat in public, adding
pungency to the colorful
history of Indian cricket.
Indian cricket is
moving through a very bad
phase. With all the ludicrous
events happening in the
Indian cricket, it can
be essentially judged
from a spectator’s
view point that Indian
cricket is at its nadir.
Be it the BCCI
Elections, GregGanguly spat or the
o b l i v i o u s
performance
of
Team
India,Unprofessionalism has
been
the
key
ingredient in the
entire mechanism.
The public spat
between the team’s two
most visible powerhouses,
the captain Sourav Ganguly
and coach Greg Chappell
has created a hue and cry
situation in the cricketing
arena. Greg Chappell is a
sheer professional who
never entertains the whims
and fancies of individuals as
far as perfection in
performance is concerned.
Chappell must have been
appointed by the selection
panel of the BCCI with the
vision to provide the best

From The Director’s Desk
W h a t
started
as
an
idea has
emerged
today as
an icon to reckon with - like
Victor Hugo said, “Nothing
can stop an idea whose time
has come” - that’s PHOENIX
for you.Today, we are nine
years old, well experienced
and yet learning !
In our quest for
innovative beliefs, it has been
sometime since we thought of
bringing out a tabloid wherein
we could put forth our
openions deduced from the
news, views and the issues at
stake around us. That is
exactly the concept behind
this tabloid : a forum for our
trainees to freely express and
seek constructive criticism
from their peers and the

society. It is indeed another
pioneering effort from the
PHOENIX family.
We invite our much
valued alumni and the
esteemed society at large, to
contribute to this effort;
however small, and help this
tabloid to grow as a parallel
platform of creative content to
the Fourth Estate.
I wish our trainees and
programme participants the
very best in this effort and
without malice would like to
draw their attention to the
adage, “Beginnings are small
but the ends justify the
means”.
Personally, I envision
creating, facilitating and
empowering my trainees with
skills that will make them
second to none.
CDR.Debi Padhi,IN(Retd)

input in order to raise the
qualitative standard of Team
India. From his professional
attitude it was clear that he
would brook no nonsense
and that his word would be
law in the dressing room.
Chappell would not be John
Wright who was more

being physically and
mentally fit to be captain, in
addition that he stays out
from practice sessions
citing fake reasons and tries
to divide and rule in the
team. A matter which
would have remained a
dressing room affair went

accommodative and tried to
reason out things with the
boys.
After scoring a
struggling century at the
Bulawayo Test against
Zimbabwe when Ganguly
told the media that he was
forced by the coach to step
down and Chappell sent a
six paged e-mail to the
BCCI chief, fuel was added
to the fire of growing
tensions in the dressing
room. Chappell has directly
accused Ganguly of not

for the public speculation
damaging the ‘‘Concept
and Coherence of Team
India.”
Now the current row
between Ganguly and
Chappell has become a
media spectacle. Dressing
room matters should never
be revealed for individual
gains or to settle scores.
In such an emotionally
dynamic sport, differences
between players and
support staffs are very
natural. But once these

differences are vented
publicly,
the
same
information takes another
ugly
and
unwieldy
dimension. The status of
the dressing room as a
sanctum
sanctorium
inherent sense of moral
correctness.
Ganguly is perceived
to have had the
backing of the Dalmiya
group and quite
possibly his fate
depends on the return
of the Dalmiya and
Co. to the helm of the
affairs. But senior
players at the twilight
of their career with
scant usage should
voluntarily step down
rather than being
s a c k e d
unceremoniously by
the top officials giving way
to the younger lot not only
proving their credibility, but
also generosity for the
country at large. The
team’s think tank must look
in depth at these core
issues rather than wash
dirty linen in public.

Amrit Amlan Pattanaik

Bar Girls : The No Entry Problem!
“There
is
no
employment for Bar Girls and
their lives have become disastrous now-a-days”,depicts
every newspaper. According
to reports, the Bollywood
Babes are ready with their
bullets at actor-turned politician Raj Babbar for his proposal to recruit unemployed
bargirls as junior artistes in
the industry. The President of
Mahila Kalakar Sangh has
raised their voice against the
given proposal by stating that
their own members are
finding it difficult to get jobs.
She also added that the bar
girls will not be able to manage with Rs.600/- per shift. It
is also reported, a junior
artiste supplier concurs that
Bollywood does not enjoy a
great reputation and if bar

girls join the industry, whatever little respectability they
have would also vanish. The
Sangh President sould think
that there exist such girls,
who are not able to earn

even Rs.600/- per month.
And their survival is now a
question to them. They
believe that the society is
turning
them
from
survivours to victims.
Every coin has its
other side. The junior
artistes in the industry feel

insecured about bar girls entering films, because “Most
bar girls are glamorous and
they might get more work
than
the
regular
members.”And talent matters. If a bar girl has got the
look and talent than the wellknown actresses in the tinsel
town, then majority of the
mass will want that the first
preference should go to the
bar girl.
The college-goers on
being asked said, ‘the
society must give an effort to
prohibit the bar girls turning
into sex-workers.There are a
lot of phases like screen tests
in Bollywood to enter. If the
bar girls qualify them, then
why can not they get entry
into the tinsel town?’
Arunima Mishra

City Page

An Inspiring Pastime of a Rural Man
“A thing of beauty is a
joy forever”. This poetic
fragnance of Keats still reverberates in our ears
which expresses the divinity of an art. From the time
immemorial, humans are
said to be naturally inclined
towards beautiful things
which revolves around the
axis of human sentiments
and emotions. A collection
of beautiful things that
grooms our enthusiasm
can thus be defined as a
verse in itself...
Priyabrat Biswal, a person
from the interior costal
belts of rural Orissa has a
fascinating story to tell- a
remeniscence of photo and
autographic imageries
which has been an invaluable property for him. It has
been an instinctive pastime
of this 35 year old literary
enthusiast who believes
that Public Relation is the
greatest asset of a human
being. Weaving the thread
of relationships and nurtur-

Priyabat Biswal

FEW PHOTOGRAPHS FROM PRIYABRAT’S ALBUM
ing a very different desire,
he has been writing letters
and collecting autographed
photographs of celebrities
from all around the globe for
the last two decades.
Born as the eldest
son to Prahlad Biswal and
Kanaklata Biswal in 1969 at
Olihan
village
near
Astaranga, Priyabrat did his
schooling at Biswambar
Bidyapitha to later join SCS
College, Puri, from where he
passed out as a graduate.
An avid literary enthusaist
from the childhood, he was
an introvert by nature who
gradually self-alienating
himself from the crowded
world indulged in studies.
To avoid an unsocial atmosphere, he started writing
letters stretching the
boundaries of public relation. Thus the introvert attitude of this man acted as a
boon in pursuing such a dignified hobby. With a simple

Wonder Kid
Morning shows the
day. Three year old Budhia
of Bhubaneswar, whose
name
has
been
reccomended for the
Guiness Book of
World Records for
running
at
a
stretch for 10
hours, is all set to
be a marathon runner of whom
Orissa can be
proud.
He
has
many prizes under
his belt and plans
to set a world record by running the 90 km stretch from
Cuttack to Puri. Too good to
be true? But better believe
it!Recognition has not come
easily for Budhia. He had to
struggle with a sad past to
achieve the feats. Just after

his birth, his father died and
being unable to earn enough
to bring him up, his mother
handed him over to a martial art teacher. As a Goldsmith can recognise
pure gold, so did the
martial art teacher
discover Budhia’s
stamina and talent
for running when he
was very young and
honed his skill.
People feel they are
really lucky to have
the young running
star. “The Government should train Budhia to
participate in national and international events in the future. I hope him all the best
for his future, said Ashok
Mishra, a State athlete.

Abhijit Mohanty

mechanics of writing letters which resulted him a
very unique theme of collections, he has induced an
effort to keep alive the dying trend of letter-writing. ‘life
has become a fast- track
court for people who hardly
understand relationship and
the value of letter-writing. I
am alone in this business
because of my die-hard interest’, says Biswal.
Never meeting any of
the celebrities, only through
his letters and impressive
handwriting, Mr.Biswal has
collected the autographed
photographs of the former
U.S. presidents, George
Bush(Sr.), Ronald Reagan,
Bill Clinton, U.N. secretary
general Koffi Annan and British prime minister Tony Blair
including France president
Jacques Chiraq and all
most all presidents and
prime ministers of India. A
collections of album that

fringes “Unity in Diversity”
includes the autographed
photographs of celebs like
Nobel laureates Nelson
Mandela and Mother
Teresa, Margaret Thatcher,
Bill Gates, Dominique
Lappierre, Niel Armstrong,
sporting icons like Pele,
Florence Griffith Joyner,
Michael Jordan, Steffi Graff,
Richard Hardlee and many
more. Picking the Indian celebrities categorically, his
collections stretches from
Sunil Gavaskar, Kapil Dev,
Sachin Tendulkar to
P.T.Usha, Vishwanathan
Anand and Edmund Hillary.
From the show business
he has too many collections from Big B Amitabh
Bachchan to Nandita Das.
Top writers like Vikram Seth
and Manoj Das are also
safely stored in his albums.
He turns gloomy
while talking about the
preservation of those
memorabilias. “I have already writen two to three
times to the state museum.
But the condition and preservation system of the state
museum stopped me of
providing my invaluable assets to them. Preservation
has been a big problem. Already 200-300 photographs
were damaged during 99’
Cyclone” recollects Biswal.
He is planning to set up a
museum to preserve and
display all his collections

E c s t a t i c
Durga puja has started
knocking on the door. Its time
for getting pocket money
from elders,shopping and
enjoying Orissan cuisine, especially aludam dahibara if
one is in Cuttack. For the
people of Cuttack,aludam
dahibara is much more than
just a dish, it is a way of life.
Aludam dahibara is prepared
by topping small fried pieces
of rice and black gram paste
with green pea curry and
spicy potato curry and garnishing with curd,coriander
leaves and finely cut green
chillies.
The dish, which is en-

for public visuals. It is the
lack of resources and financial help that is dragging his ambitious thoughts
down . He has also a plan
to work for the down trodden mass. He wishes to do
some thing regarding the
education of the underprivilged ones.
“It has become a
highly expensive hobby. After 9/11, due to security reasons, most of the celebrities are not responding. I
have to buy the addresses
of foreign celebrities at a
very high cost and after writing to them, if they don’t respond, it is highly painstaking”, says Biswal. It is
never-say-die optimism
and sheer patience of this
man that makes him keep
going.
Recently he have got
the signed photographs
Russian Tennnis Queen
Maria Sharapova. In the
West, it is easy to maintain such hobbies. Here it
is very tough. But we can
form Autograph Collectors
Clubs to help other persons
interested in pursuing this
unique hobby” says Biswal.
A pastime that has
become a life time companion of this man is a result,
worthy of speaking volumes
regarding him. Collections
are different and so is the
beauty...
Amrit Amlan Pattanaik

D e l i c a c i e s

joyed by both children and elders alike, finds its origin from
Cuttack and is now available
in different areas of the State.
If one hears the knocking of

vessles, it must be the
neighbourhood aludum
dahibara seller on his daily
rounds. Dussehra is a time of
good business for vendors of
the dish as people relish the
dish while visiting the Durga
mandaps and streets

decorated with bright lights
and colourful cut-outs. The
dish is enjoyed by both
children and elders alike, but
not many are aware of the
hardwork put in by the vendors of the dish. Every seller
has to get up early in the
morning to prepare the dish
and has to cycle down the
streets with vessles of
aludam, ghuguni and
dahibara hanging from both
sides of his cycle. For all this
labour a dahibara aludam
vendor earns a paltry sum of
rupees two hundred per day.
Bhaskar Pratap Swain

Movies & Entertainment
BLACK : a Post Mortem
In the niche of histrionics,
Black as an exposition compels the
audience
to
become
speechless.The movie that
magnatises the entire world with its
intense feelings and technical aspects, is about the metamorphosis
of a lively rock into a lively
human.The girl who can be called
as a dead alien in a true sense
brings transformation into her life
eliminating social rejuvenation.
Being the fourth directorial
venture of Sanjay Leela
Bhansali,Black is portrayed in a very
metaphysically
appealing manner. The employment of the
characters is
quite demoniacal with the exactitude to provide a performance par excellence.
A y e s h a
Kapoor, playing
the character of junior Michelle is a
dark horse in acting as she
snatches the cream of performance. Rani Mukherjee, the protagonist of the silent plot is too good
at expressions and acting skills.
She plays the character of Michelle,
a deaf, dumb and blind girl. Amitabh
Bachchan is equally heroic on screen depicting the character of
Debraj Sahai, the teacher, freind,

philosopher and guide of Michelle
who brings unimaginable differences in her life. Playing this character adds a nice feather to his cap.
It definitely hones his histrionic brilliance. Dhritman Chatterjee, a reputed Bengali actor plays the role
of a stubborn father who deprives
her own daughter from fatherly affection.
Black is a perfect demonstration of artistic audacity. Exceptionally exposed from the artistic dimension, the movie may not be a
driving one commercially. The
movie holds
some equal
reflection
with its its
Hollywood
counterpart
The Miracle
Worker. A
deaf, dumb
and blind
child who is
alienated
from
the
peer, fights from the day one when
the Almighty brings awareness into
her life.The sheer interest of expressing her emotions, her wishes
are being perfectly guided by her
teacher.This intellectual amalgamation elevates the liet-motif of the
movie..This is all about the
verseless movie that celebrates
music in silence and pain in tunes.
Amrit Amlan Pattanaik

PAHELI:The Riddle For the Oscars
Shah Rukh Khan – starrer
‘Paheli’ was selected to be India’s
entry in the foreign film category
contest of the prestigious Academy
awards. Amol Palekar-directed
‘Paheli’ scored over ‘Swades’, ‘VeerZara’, ‘Parineeta’, ‘Page-3’, ‘Black’,
Iqbal’ and ‘Mangal Pandey-the
Rising’. The decision to select
‘Paheli’ was
taken
by
committee of
Film Federation
of India.
C h o o s i n g
‘Paheli’
as
India’s Oscar
nomination was
not easy, as all
the films were of
really
high
caliber, but it was a unanimous
decision taken by the jury after great
deliberation,” says Vinod Pande,
acting chairperson of the Film
Federation of India. Defending the
nomination of Shah Rukh Khan –
Rani Mukherjee, he said the film
was ‘high on cinematic excell ence,
directorial excellence’. Talking,
about ‘Black’ it was rejected outright
by some jury members for being a
copy of a foreign source.
‘Paheli’ was chosen for Oscar
because of the
directorial
competence, it is deeply seeped in
the Indian ethos and true to the

Indian concept of fine arts,
customs, art designing and
performances are also outstanding.
Whereas ‘Black’ was not nominated
because it was rejected by Cannes
for being a copy of foreign film ‘The
Miracle Worker’.
As said by Anant Mahadevan,
noted film personality that if ‘Paheli’
has
found
favour, it must
have been
due to its
a u t h o r
Vijaydaan
Dutha. His
story is deep rooted
to
Indian culture
and tradition.
Whereas,
‘Black’ is neither traditional picture
nor of Indian culture. ‘Black’ speaks
the language of heart and it is not
based on an original work.
Whereas, ‘Paheli’ speaks the
language of Indian art. It represents
Indian culture, ethos, myths, and
belief. It is based on an original work
of an Indian writer from Rajasthan.
These are the elements that may
have titled the scale towards
‘Paheli’ and away from other good
films. ‘Paheli’ has some stunning
visuals and fulfills Shah Rukh
Khan’s dream of scoring points in
an Oscar.
Lipsha Das

REEL DYNAMISM : The Directors’ Special
It was an ordinary dawn of 1913
with an extra-ordinary theme rising and
shinning. It was the public premier of
Raja Harishchandra, the first Indian cinema which stood as an phenomenal
commercial success. Since then the
screen never looked back. There has
been an unceased evolution of film-making which can be sensed from the very
maiden to the most recent.. from the
pioneer Mr.Dada Saheb Phalke to the
recent experimental master-mind Ram
Gopal Verma.The concept, the format,
the screen and the effect all are the brain
children of one man’s wit, who makes
the concept flow, builds the format to
be followed, drives the screen to move
and empowers the effect to spark. It is
always the director who speaks with the
typical relativity of the characters
through screen. May it be Phalke’s Raja
Harishchandra (1913), Barua’s Devdas
(1935) or Himanshu Rai’s Achhut Kanya
(1936) and never to forget V
Shantaram’s social films. These, more
than anything else, paved the way for
an entire set of directors who took it
upon themselves to interrogate not only
the institutions of dowry-marriage-widowhood but the grave inequalities created by caste and class distinctions.
The next significant phase of
Hindi cinema is asssociated with figures like Raj Kapoor, Bimal Roy and
Guru Dutta. Raj Kapoor created some
of the most popular and memorable films

like Awara, Shree 420 and Jagte Raho
which acclaimed both critical and commercial success. Bimal Roy’s Do Bigha
Zameen which gave birth to ‘Italian Neorealism’ onscreen explored the difficult
life of the rural peasantry under the
most oppressive conditions. His film
Devdas, a remake
of
Barua’s act
was a testimony to the
near impossibility of the
fulfilment of
‘Love’ under
Indian social
conditions
which was a
mark
of
social protest. It carried an implicit indictment of
arranged marriage and undoubtably gave
some satisfaction on this score to those
who hate these institution, while Sujata
pointed to the problems posed by the
arranged marriages without the consent
of the children.
Meanwhile the Hindi cinema had
seen the rise of its first undisputed genius, Guru Dutt, whose films criticised
the conventions of society and deplored
the conditions which compel artists to
forgo their inspiration. It is doubtless
that under the influence of directors like
Satyajit Ray, Ritwik Ghatak and Mrinal

Sen, however the Hindi cinema specially and specifically also began to
take somewhat a different turn in 70’s
against the tide of commercial
cinema.The latter now characterised by
song and dance routines, trivial plots
amd family dramas. Ceaseless metamorphosis is
the nature of
the Nature.
And Indian
cinema is not
even an alienated concept
out of it. Here
comes the
era of modern
and realistic
directions.
A new brand
of Indian filmmakers like Shyam Benegal, Govind
Nihalani, Deepa Mehta and Mira Nair,
exhibited a different aesthetic and political sensibility and were inclined to
explore the common man, the caste
and the class contradictions of typical
Indian society, the nature of oppression
suffered by women, the dislocations
created by capitalism and the migration of rural to urban materialism, it is
the problem of landless-ness, the impotency of ordinary democratic and
constitutional procedures of redress and
so on.It’s ever the relative psychology
and the reaction of the audience to clas-

sify the Blue-screen. The juxtaposition
of mainstream commercial movie and
realistic cinema is distinct on the parameters of theme, making, art, editing,
screenplay, background scores, cinematography and above all character
portrayal. Always there have been a contrast among the film-makings of the
same era, e.g., between Meheboob
Khan’s Mother India and Guru Dutt’s
Shahib Bibi aur Gulam, between
Mughle-e- Azam and Mani Kaul’s Uski
Roti followed by Kumar Shahani’s Maya
Darpan.
Unlike the popular cinema, the
New Indian Cinema is almost always
concerned with the common man but
with a unique touch. Apart from the
mainstream cinema, the stress is directly being laid on reality and sensitivity starting from Dialectic Marxism
and maturing to a humanistic
phiolosophy with a certain grace and
warm perceptiveness. Very often the
fridays of Bollywood are oscillating between the commercial and realistic reels
not in adventative manner with mere orthodoxy but with innovative vision of
emerging talents, the pioneer who never
care a belly flop but certainly can raise
new horizons, sounds therapeutic ?

Badri Nath Mishra

Issue Of The Month
RAVENSHAW : The Weathered Edifice of Education
Ravenshaw had a
terrific craze in the past
among universities. It had
its rank in the categories of
best colleges .The scholars,
which it had produced were
established then at the topmost places in India as well
as the World. They used to
make India feel proud by
their determination and
efforts. But today the glory
of Ravenshaw is lost due to
the lacking determination of
the
Ravenshavians
resulting in a process of
deterioration of the name
and fame of the institution.

The teacher-taught
relationship which used to
be at its peak in the
institution is at stake today.
The teachers are not even
bothered about the future of
the students.
They don’t think that they
have any responsibility

towards the students ,
which evokes agony. The
present generation is
picking up the illegal things
more quickly than the good
ones. If they have fifty
percent of fault , the other
half goes to their teachers
and guardians.
In the recent past,
Ravenshavians had filled
up
the
Regional
Newspapers by
their
criminal
activities.There
was the news of
the disturbance at
Cuttack Railway
Station, and the
rustrication order
of six students by
the
principal
leading to a strike,
full of spices and
speculations. Politics is
getting more and more
involved in the college
administration,which
should be avoided. The socalled political leaders are
much more conscious
about their image and

personality than doing
something good to the
society . A philosopher of the
ancient
era
has
said,”politicians should
make their personalities
much more clear and
straight-forward to expect
respect from the people”.
The number of the
outsiders of local areas , and
supporters of many political
parties are now more than
the students in the college
campus which very often
promotes hooliganism. They
think that they have a license
to do whatever they want ,
as they have political backup and are well-protected by
the police. The management
must think about all these
aspects and then proceed
on it. Otherwise the loss can
not be compensated.
Someone has rightly
said:“The question is not
whether we’ll die, but how
we’ll live.”
The College-Election
is an internal process. But
the outsiders are controlling

it. Is the management blind
about all these facts or it
has just closed its eyes?
The students of the college
should
question this
aspect instead of going for
a strike for the sake of
others. Ravenshavians
can write applications to the
Principal or the higher
authority of education,
regarding the teaching skill
of the lecturers instead of
holding a strike to delay the
internal examinations. The
students have the power to
question everything going
on inside the campus.
Nobody can stop them
from doing this as we are a
social, democratic, secular,
independent society. Albert
Einstein has said: “The
important thing is not to stop
questioning.”
Students are catching
all this from the Hindi Masala
Movies.The young minds
are pseudo- inspired by the
action genre protagonists ,
whereas they are just for
entertainment.Some

society-oriented films like
“Gangajal” ,”Sarkar”and
many more influence the
college-goers to move in
the same track. Whereas,
the Directors are trying to
show different problems of
the society such as
exploitation, poverty, etc, the
young viewers are taking it
up like a challenge and
trying to follow it.They
should question themselves
if the way which they have
adopted is the right one or
not. They must resolve
themselves to try to change
the system which is the
biggest
example
of
corruption.They should
prepare themselves in a
way to be in places where
they can do something
helpful to this society. They
should
not
harm
themselves physically and
mentally by doing all these
not so sensible things. The
innocent lot are trying to
change the system which in
itself is a dangerous idea
and has got the potential to
spoil their careers and lives.
And of course the “sting”like
system is biting them back
repeatedly due to their
i g n o r a n c e .

Arunima Mishra

EDUCATION : A Gateway to success

James Welton in
Encyclopedia Britannica
writes that education
consists in “an attempt on the
part of the adult members of
human society to shape the
development of the coming
generation with its own ideals
of life”

Our education is valueoriented and culture based
which needs market
approach. Gone are the days
of Gurukul system or
teachings under banyan tree.
Keeping in view the dynamic
changes, the system of rural
education is discussed and
debated from man to media.
But the core issue to be
highlighted is the degree of
commitment of various

organizations in the
upliftment of rural education.
According to Article
29 of the “Rights of child”,
the education of the child
shall be to the development
of the child’s personality,
talents, mental and physical
abilities to the fullest
potential. In a way the
Govt. has invested a
huge sum but there is
a caution regarding its
utilization. The rate of
enrolment of rural
students is marked to
some extent, but not
substantially. There is a
question regarding the
attendance of the school
children. The single malady
that is reeling around is the
rising trend of the drop out
children, who after attending
for a few days is never seen
in the premises of the
school.
The percentage of
drop out is 47.9 at the
primary level and for these
pitfalls; teachers are the first

person to be made
accountable. He or she must
go beyond its subject. People
in rural areas are found to be
tradition bound and fatalistic
in their outlook. There by a
teacher in rural school must
possess certain personality
trails and be very must
receptive to the changes
taking place in the pedagogy
and management systems.
Another suggestion is from
compulsion that teacher’s
accountability will begets the
responsibility.
The teachers
must motivate
the rural tender
minds to the
exposure of print
and electronic
media.
It is to be
believed that
education
system must
generate human resources.
With the global change in
corporate sector there is a
need for drastic change in the

curriculum of rural education.
Thus to cope with the
prevailing malady in our
existing rural education,
revolution transformation is
required for our holistic
development.
The technocratic skill
of rural children can be
developed by holding
seminars,
workshop
awareness programmed,
summer and winter courses
in colleges and universities.
Information Career Guidance

Cell (ICGC) should be made
compulsory on every
educational institution. The
rural institution may set a

linkage with the state of
national level specialized
organizations like IIE or SISI.
etc.
Public library can help
in changing the unproductive
rural masses into productive
and contributive individuals.
Rural folks need to be
informed about the policies
and programmes of the
government. Therefore
UNESCO Public Library
Manifesto defines public
library as a local gateway to
knowledge provides a basic
condition for life long learning,
independent decision making
and cultural development of
the individuals and social
groups.
Hence, the above
mentioned measures must
be considered to achieve the
true objective of ‘education’.
Rural education can only be
successful by implementing
these strategies.

Satarupa Samantaray

National & International
India’s Nuclear Agreement: A Tough Deal
India and USA signed a nuclear
deal in July . For this agreement both
the American President and Indian
Prime Minister faced a strong
criticism. America faced challenge
because some Congress men
doubted India’s potential and its
peaceful credential while Manmohan
Singh was criticised for inviting an
unnecessary diplomatic challenge.
Because without any
specific motto, USA
would not have agreed
in this nuclear pact. And
this was proved when
USA asked India to put
pressure on Iran to sign
the Non Proliferation
Treaty. No doubt USA
forced India to face a diplomatic challenge. Because India had a friendly
relationship with Iran, again at the
same time it had signed IndiaPakistan-Iran pipeline project with
Iran.
In the meanwhile India’s Prime
Minister had a hectic foreign tour.
India’s effort to garb the nuclear cooperation as well as to convince the
developed nations to make it a permanent member was outstanding.
The successful tour from France by
Manmohan Singh and the recent visit
of Tony Blair to India gave it a strong
backing to attain its goal. While at the
other hand India’s appeal to become
a permanent member in the UN
Council and get the nuclear status
was strongly opposed by China and

the African Union. These countries expected India to focus in the fundamental reforms in the UN (FRONTLINE). Without being a permanent
member how can a country bring a
reform in the UN council? Again USA’s
open support for Japan to be a permanent member of UN Council increased India’s worries. But still then
it did not give up hope and still trying
it’s best to convince
USA to give India the
nuclear status.
Finally this effort
put India in a crucial
position. The confrontational atmosphere between Iran and USA
made the situation
more paramounting. India was
warned by the USA Congress to go
against Iran, otherwise it might loose
the nuclear deal signed between the
two countries which would also appeal the International community to
relax the nuclear co-operation.The
long awaiting suspense came to an
end. Despite of being a non-aligned
country India voted against Iran at the
Vienna meet. This decision of
Manmohan Singh was strongly
criticised by the Left parties and
raised a question that- was sufficient
enough convince the US Congress
or should we ready to face another
diplomatic challenge. Could this
much make US realize that India can
be it’s peaceful political partner?

Manoj Bebarta

B ravo P arliamentarians !
The monsoon session of the
Parliament in the month of August
marked the passing of some
significant bills dedicated towards
the upliftment of the rural lot and the
empowerment of women.The Lok
Sabha unanimously
passed on August
24, a “landmark
legislaton” Protection
of Women from
Domestic Violence
Bill, 2005 proving for
more
effective
protection to women
from violence of any
kind within the family even as the
Government announced that it
would soon bring a legislation for
curbing sexual exploitation at the
work place. The Bill includes under
“domestic violence” actual abuse or
even threat of abuse-physical,
sexual, verbal, emotional or
economic and dowry harassment.
Later, it was passed by the Rajya
Sabha also. It fulfills a long-standing
demand of women’s organizations
and other groups for a civil remedy
for domestic violence.
The Lok Sabha passed on
August 23, the most ambitious antipoverty programme in the history of
India,
the
National
Rural
Employment Guarantee Bill, 2005
through voice vote.The Bill
guarantees 100 days of job in a
year to one member per household
and a minimum wage of Rs.60 per
day even if the state provides a
lower ceiling.The scheme will be
lauched in 200 districts in the first
phase and then gradually cover

the entire country in five years. Our
PM Manmohan Singh said that this
programme can only be successful
if the country is able to maintain 67% economic growth rate to have
enough resources to finance this
programme which is
only possible if the
investment climate
becomes favourable
for public and private
interest.
A legislation on
the Hindu Succession
(Amendment)Bill
2004 aimed at giving
Hindu, Buddhist, Jain and Sikh
women equal rights in inheritance of
ancestral property was passed by
the Rajya Sabha on August 16.
Moved by the Union Law Minister,
H.R.Bhardwaj, it proposes to remove
the discrimination contained in
Section-6 of the Hindu Succession
Act 1956 by giving equal rights to
daughters in ancestral property and
agricultural land as being enjoyed by
the sons.Later,it was passed by the
Lok Sabha also.
With the approval of these Bills
alongwith the Bills on Railway
Land,Payment
of
Wages
(Amendment) Bill and the Citizenship
(Amendment)Bill2005 brings to light
the success of the National Common
Minimum Programme of the UPA
Government.Though the fact that
these Bills are without any loop-holes
cannot be outrightly ruled out but we
Indians,are looking forward to a
better tomorrow under the light of
these land-mark bills.

Shradha Swain

The VEER Reality : Sarabjit gets the final reward..
It’s the stuff that could
launch a hundred Veer Zara’s, but
not always with happy endings.
Sarabjit, the real life “Veer”is known
in every household. According to
Indians, the innocent Sarabjit
strayed across the Pak- border and
hasn’t come back. Sarabjit aka
Manjit Singh was sentenced to
death for being a RAW agent involved in the 1990 bomb blasts in
Lahore by the Pakistan Supreme
Court. But his family hasn’t given up
hope and the tears from their eyes
hasn’t yet stopped. Shahrukh Khan
and other actors have also shown
their interest behind the campaign
to save Sarabjit. “He has already
served 15 years in prison and purely
on humanitarian grounds we appeal
for his release”, said Sharukh Khan
whose recent blockbuster film Veer
Zara centres around an Indian who
spend years in Pakistani prison on
trumped-up espionage charges.
Sarabjit
Singh,facing
charges of spying in Pakistan is
hoping for mercy as a peace dividend from improving relations between the nuclear rivals. Day by
day it is emerging as a political is-

sue . PM Manmohan Singh has assured Sarabjit’s relatives that he
would speak to Musharraf. The
matter was officially raised with the
Pakistani authorities when India’s
High Commissioner
in Islamabad called
on Foreign Secretary.
Pakistan’s Information Minister Sheikh
Fasid said that Islamic Law would not
permit Musharraf to
use his presidential
authority to pardon
Sarabjit. Meanwhile,
Pakistan’s
main
groups of Islamists
urged
President
Pervez Musharraf not to pardon
Sarabjit as it would be a sign of weakness on the part of Pakistan.
Munawar Hassan, Secretary General of Jamaat-e-Islaami, said even
to talk about pardoning the spy was
an insult to the nation. According to
him, “Spying is an accepted crime
all over the world and there is no
mercy for a spy anywhere if General is showing his freedom in this
regard that means he is handing his

gloves to the Indian side.” On the
other side Pakistan may consider
the merciful request made by the
relatives of Sarabjit Singh. His sister during the conversation, appealed to Mr. Kasuri
that her brother
should be spared as
he is innocent. She
said that it is a case
of mistaken identity,
my brother is being
punished for the
crime which he has
not committed. But
Mr. Kasuri told her,
“The Supreme Court
has taken 15 years to
decide, It cannot say
anything at the stage. Your clemency appeal will reach the President. Only he can take a decision
on it.” According to him Pakistan
Courts were independent and Govt.
can’t interfere in it. The issue made
all the hazy relationship clear.
On 13th Sep. , Sarabjit has
confessed on PTV that he did carry
out the attacks. But the authenticity
of the tape is questionable. According to Sarabjit’s lawyer, “ This con-

fession on video or audio, to my
knowledge has not been produced
before the court at any tome of trial
nor is it a part of record, not it can
be presumed that it is a statement.”
Legally the statement was not a
record nor was it a part of the case.
The tape, therefore, appears to be
a result of threat and torture; else,
why was it not produced before the
Pakistan supreme court.
On 27th sep. Pakistan Supreme Court confirmed the death
sentence against Sarabjit Singh.
The court finds him guilty in another
blast in Lahore. The High Court had
handed down capital punishment to
Sarabjit in four cases, on charges
of spying and bombing in
Lahore,Kasur and Faisalabad in
1990s which reportedly killed fourteen persons and these explosions
were made on behalf of RAW. And
after the dismissal of Sarabjit’s
case Hamid, his lawyer told “it is an
error of judgement patently visible
in this case”. Tears are yet to be
soaked and the family of Sarabjit is
yet to see a fruitful dawn.Time will
unfold the further proceedings.

Alkananda Panigrahi

Science
D.N.A: Helping Forensics
Deoxy-ribonuclic acid
(D.N.A.) is a nuclic acid that
contains the genetic instructions specifying the biological
development of all cellular
forms of life(and many
viruses).D.N.A. is often referred to as the molecule of
heredity, as if is responsible
for the genetic propagation of
most inherited traits. During
reproduction, D.N.A. is replicated and transmitted to the
off-spring.
In bacteria and other
other simple cell organisms,
D.N.A. is not separated from
the Cytoplasm by a nuclear
envelope. In the complex cells
that make up planets, animals
and in other multi-cellular
organisms,by contrast,most
of
the
D.N.A. is
located in
the
cell
nucleus.The
energy
generating
organelles
known as
Chloroplasts
and Mitochondria
also carry

D.N.A., as to vary viruses.
D.N.A. finger-printing, a
method of identification of
human
beings that compares fragments of (D.N.A.).
It was first developed in 1985.
D.N.A. finger-print was first
constructed by extracting a
D.N.A. sample from body tissue or fluid such as hair,
blood, or saliva.The sample is
then segmented using enzymes, and the segments are
arranged by size by a process
called Electrophoresis.The
segments are marked with
probes and exposed on x-ray
film, where they form a
characteristic pattern of black
bars-the D.N.A. finger-print.
The D.N.A. prints produced
from two different sample
match ,then the samples probably came from the same person. This technique originally
used to detect the presence
of genetic diseases.D.N.A. finger-prints soon came to be
used in criminal investigations
and Forensic Science.The
D.N.A. evidence can implicate
or exornerate a suspect.

Sweta Mohanty

Are We Alone : The Search continues ..
We live in the Milky
Way Galaxy which has more
than ten billion stars, of
which our Sun is just one.
There are more than ten
billion galaxies in the
Universe, many of which
are much, much larger than
our own. Many of these stars
will have more than one
planet, ours has nine. So is
Earth the only planet where
life has sustained?
There is a strong
chance that life once existed
on Mars. There is evidence
of flowing water, the most
important prerequisite for
life, and many scientists
believe that bacteria have
been found on various
meteorites from Mars. If it
did exist, that would be two
planets with life in just our
solar system on which life
has evolved. Maybe it has
done on many thousands of
planets elsewhere, in this
universe and others. It is
also thought that conditions
on Saturn’s moon, Europa

The Genius of Albert Einstein
Albert Einstein
was just 26, when he completed an astonishing range
of theoritical physics publications, written in his spare
time without the benefit of
close contact with
scientific literature
or colleagues. It is
during this period
that he was working as Technical
Expert at the patent
office in Bern. The
three papers were
sent to the German
journal “Annalen
Der Physik” which
were all published
in the same issue
and
it
revolutionised the
world of Physics
after that.
The first was
an update of Max
Planck’s Quantum
Theory of radiation.
Another concern
Brownian motion,
an until then unexplained phenomenon involving bouncing molecules.
The third modified, the
theory of space and time
which is known as the Special Theory of Relativity. The
famous equation E = MC2
is the favourite of almost all

science lovers, where nothing can move faster than
light and matter and energy
are equivalent. His ideas directly or indirectly led to the
electron. Microscope, tele-

vision set, digital age and
the dreaded atom bomb.
Einstein was not just
a scientist and he used
popularity to speak up on
issues affecting the world.
He was shocked when his
visions were misutilised in

the making atom bombs
and dropping them over
Hirosima and Nagasaki.
Einstein indeed was a
genius and scientist even
had taken samples from his
brain to find its speciality. Einstein got
closer to nature’s
truth then anyone
had before, and he
knew how much he
had left unsolved.
Einstein sent this
reply alone with
a page full of diagram to a fifteen
year old girl who
had written for help
on a homework
assignment ; “Do
not worry about
your difficulties in
Mathematics,I can
assure you that
mine are much
greater. Everything
is relative”.
“Put your hand
on a hot stove for a
minute, and it
seems like an hour. Sit with
a pretty girl for an hour, and
it seems like a minute.
“THAT’S RELATIVITY”.

Sujit Kumar Mohanty

may be suitable for the
evolution of life.
Just because there is
life on a planet, it does not
have to be intelligent. If a

meteorite had not wiped out
the dinosaur, mankind
would not exist. Life has
been evolving on Earth for
four billion years, of which
we have been around for
just 1 million(1/400th of the
time), and civilization just
4000(1 millionth of the time).
However, out of all the
Universe, surely we cannot
be the only intelligent life to
evolve.
Even if there is
intelligent life elsewhere, it

could be billions of light
years away. Journeying
across space, even at the
impossible speed of light,
would take one trillion
(1,000,000,000,000) years.
Clearly aliens would need to
travel faster than light,
interstellar journeys would
be impossibly long.
But do the
aliens have any reason to
invade Earth? They may,
assuming that their own
resources are exhausted, or
aliens
from
an
overpopulated world might
seize any opportunity to
ensure the survival of their
species.
It may all
look like science fiction, but
it cannot be ignored
completely that there is life
form other than Earth. Who
knows, in the years ahead
to come we may even find
someone from outer space
and even develop friendship
with them.
Sujit Kumar Mohanty

EINSTEIN SAYS:
• Imagination is more important than knowledge.
• Gravitation is not responsible for people falling in love.
• The hardest thing is the
world to understand is the
income-tax.
• Weakness of attitude becomes weakness of
character.
• Anyone who has never
made a mistake has never
tried anything new.
• The secret to creativity
is knowing how to hide
your sources.
• The fear of death is the
most unjustified of all
fears, for there’s no risk of
accident for someone
who’s dead.
• If you are out to describe
the truth, leave elegance
to the tailor.

biological phenomena as
first love?
• Where there is love there
are no questions.
• Imagination is intelligence having fun.
• Not everything that can
be counted counts, and
not everything that counts
can be counted.
• I have found the paradox that if I love, until it
hurts, then there is no
hurt, but only more love.
• It is not that I am so
smart, it is just that I stay
with problems longer.

• The best part of loving
is not hoping that a person loves you so much as
• How on earth are you you do, but in knowing
ever going to explain in that you love her far more
terms of chemistry and than you can.
physics so important a

Books & Literature
TAGORE: An Introspection
R.N. Tagore is one of the most
prominent philosopher, thinker, poet of all ages.
He will always be remembered for his outstanding contribution in the field of literature. His poems are the expression of truth revealed to him.
The outward life of Rabindranath was not
very eventful. Excepting the award of the Nobel
Prize and the founding of the Shantiniketan, the
external events of his life were, more or less,
normal. But, this was an index of a very powerful and dynamic life being lived within. His Reminiscences themselves speak not so much about
the external happenings of his life as about his
urges and aspirations, feelings and realization.
Therefore, an attempt to determine the nature
of his thought and beliefs is, in fact, to tell the
story of his life.
His works include Sadhana, Gora, Creative Writing, Sadhana, The Religion of Man,
Geetanjali. Gora is a very complex novel and
though full of debates and arguments. In effect
the novel is about the choices available to the
Indian.

Rabindranath’s thought reflect his great
emphasis on ‘Personal Realizations’. In his book
Religion of Man, he says, “ I have already made
the confession that
my religion
is a poet’s
religion. All
that I feel
about is
from vision
and not
f r o m
knowle d g e .
Frankly, I
acknowledge that I
cannot satisfactorily answer any question about evil or
about what happens after death. Nevertheless ,
I am sure that there have come moments in my
own experience when my soul has touched the

Infinite and has become infinitely conscious of
it through the illumination of joy.”
Tagore, is a poet, and so his sense of
beauty is also different. He finds ‘Beauty’ in every example of order and harmony. In his book
‘Sadhana’ he defines ‘Ugliness’ as ‘the distorted
expression of beauty in our own life and in our
art which comes from our imperfect realization
of truth.’ Awareness of Beauty, therefore, is
based on an Awareness of Truth.
Music, according to him, is the purest
form of art, the most direct expression of beauty.
Tagore feels that the manifestation of the Infinite in the finite forms of creation is itself a Music, silent and visible. This world is a song which
is never separated from the singer. Every aspect of the universe is a note of this music, and
therefore, every aspect of the universe reflects
the Infinite. Art, music, cultivation of the aesthetic
sense - these are the ways through which the
aspirant for realizations can approach the object of its aspiration.

Priyanka Ghosh

LITERATURE: An Aspiration
This is 21st century- an epoch making era
for the development of Information Technology
Management, Biotechnology and other
advanced disciplines. Thus a man now has
become a natural lover of mechanical life. He
has learned the art
of pursuing such
research oriented
disciplines. The full
applause goes to
the
previous
g e n e r a t i o n
regarding the above
concept. If the views
and opinions of the
present generation
are conceded, a
majority of them
would like their
successors to become stalwarts in the fields of
Science and Technology. And a pressure is
constantly being put on them to pursue such
careers and study accordingly from the very
beginning. That’s how the love affair between
the children and LITERATURE stops. The above
is a serious consideration for the degradation of
literature. Why do parents analyze that selecting
advanced disciplines like I. T. Management,
biotechnology can strengthen or prosper the
socio economic condition of the family? Why
not literature be the field of economic prosperity?
Neither the parents, nor their children children
are seriously viewing the positive aspects of
literature.
Maintaining such a hectic life style, in the
latest world of internet and e-mails man does
not get time to write letters to parents and
relatives. Then what about writing a book? What
we lack here is human interest, generation of
will power. Literature doesn’t mean reading a
book or writing a poem, but a spontaneous form
and constant processing of the same. What we

need is constant regular sincere writing as trying
hard is equally synonymous with not dying. If we
have literary volcanoes hidden in our intellectual
brains, then let them come out and flow as lava
through pen and paper. That’s the development
process. Justice would certainly be fair if the
individuals have really tried and struggled hard.
As it is clear that tough customers are going to
survive since it is the survival of the fittest. The
competition is a must and that would the perfect
time to present individual skills, temperament in
the original style. Originality matters a lot in this
creative field. Presentation may be regarding any
dimension. The way and material should be
original. Thus the significant requirement for
individuals interested in pursuing careers in
literature is the flair for writing. The spontaneous
flow of writing can lead an individual to this
paradise discipline.
Talents are there and scope too. The
entire thing is that budding talents should be
trained well under systematic guidance. It can
come from the home, rather than schools,
college and universities.
Literature students have the bright
opportunities in pursuing careers in writing for
print and electronic media. As far as jobs in the
print media are concerned we have to present
good features, literary community. The whole
things require a lot of hard work implementing
dreams to go up and up. They can opt too for
free-lance writing. Individuals with extra-ordinary
creative brilliance should go for writing books and
novels. Continuous writing can shape their
genius and they can develop into very good
writers.
Mass Communication would be another
option for literature students. As they are the
broad thinkers of the society and mass, they can
beautifully handle the public relation dept. The
much awaited career for the students of literature
is the administrative personalities which can get

through civil service examination. As far as the
dreams of children and parents for literature are
concerned a majority would be going for civil
services
Judiciary too has opened gates for
literature students. It is essential for literature
students that they should develop within
themselves the attitude of nature loving. They
should inculcate the habit of analyzing natural
aspects of life along with the happenings of the
contemporary society. Since “Literature is the
mirror of the society” being literature lovers and
students, it is our paramount duty to explore
ourselves accordance with the society. From
the time immemorial the influence of the literary
mass is a striking one, it may be the socioeconomic revival or spiritual renaissance.
In the past, in the pre independence era,
literary stalwart like Swami Vivekananda, Yogi
Aurobinda, Guru
R..N.Tagore, Raja
Ram Mohan Roy
had brought up
cultural and spiritual
change through
pen. If they had tried
and succeeded with
a very limited
literature mass at
that time, then why
can’t we? For the
proper reformation
of the present society, for cultural and national
integration., a literary mass and connoisseurs
of literature should come forward to bring a
change, to tie the bond of universal brotherhood.
It is my request to all literary dreamers to come
forward and regenerate their psyche for the
ultimate good of the existing world.

Amrit Amlan Pattanaik

Sports
Sports Seminar : A Ray Of Hope
On September 3, a
seminar was organised by
Utkal Karate School in collaboration with the Orissa
Powerlifting Association on
Orissa Sports : Problems
and Remedies. To give an
impetus to sports in Orissa,
some of the core issues
were discussed. Headed by
Sports Journalist Sanatan
Pani and media consultant
Saroj Kumar Das, the proceedings were taken forward with some eminent
sports
personalists
Arupananda
Routray,
former Indian Basketball
player, Sanat Mishra, Ex-Indian Badminton, Ashirbad
Behera, Secretary of
Orissa Cricket and Olympic
Association, Sports Journalist Suresh Swain and
psychologist Yogamaya
Panda were few of the
speakers who came forward with fruitful remedies
analysing the key problems
that are associated with
Orissa sports. Sports
should be promoted at
school level. A group of vigilance officers should be
appointed who can move to
the interiors of Orissa and
tap the budding talents. The
focus should be shifted to
the inclusion of sports in the
academic curricullum of the
tribal lot.
Team building mea-

sures should be adopted
and the administrative lacunae needs to be done away
with. Free workshops and
different national level tournaments should be conducted in Orissa. badmitton
development organisation
has been established inthe
Stewart school premises
withy the inputs from Sanat
Mishra and few badmitton
enthusiasts. ‘Government

should provide financial
help for developing indoor
courts and organising inter
state tournaments. But the
government input has been
domoralising’, reveals
Sanath Mishra.
The consideration of
the parents is also required
for serious participation in
more and more tournaments which is a must for
proper exposure and improvement.
Sytematic psychological profiling and stress
management programmes

must be undertaken for
testing the confidence level
of the players. Psychologically killer instinct and complex- both inferiority and superiority are certain factors,
which our sportsmen are
not finishing well at the end.
Easily our players succumb
at the day’s end lacking determination. Diet and nutrition are also very essential
factors as far as sporting fitness in different
disciplines
are
concerned. Sponsorships should be provided to the middleclass budding talents.
Orissa had always
been famous for producing
talented
sportspersons at the
school level. So performance of the
junior players has always
been in the news, because
they are tapped early and
provided with facilities like
sports hostels and proper
training. At the youth level
the scenario is sorrowcasting. They arenot ending
to the expectations.Sportshostels should be built to
raise the qualitative standard of college and university level players with proper
accomodation and diet.
Mushrroming sporting institutions which exist in pain
and paper are gaining

grarnts and diverting the
money for personal benifits.
Attention should be given to
the
rising
sports
organisations with financial
inputs in order to nurture
and hone raw talents and
squads shuld be formed to
veirfy the organisational
works. Accontability and
transperancy should be
maintained in the sports developing bodies.
Another matter of
concern is the sporting
drain. Our talented sports
persons are leaving our
state because of job security, poor finance and many
other factors.
Media has the responsibility in highlighting players
rather abusing and scolding
sports authorities and administrators. Government
and authorised association
interventation is extremetely
necessary in order to get a
desired result. Sports taxes
can be imposed in a reasonable manner to collect more
funds furthering the development process. Consistency and stability can only
be brought up in Orissa
sports by embibing and
working on the above
remedial
measures.

Amrit Amlan Pattanaik

Spunky Sania : Redefining Youth and Success
The
Spunky
teenager rocks with
attitude, ambition and a
forhand that has expert
reaching for the nearest
thesaurus. Sania’s rise in
WTA ranking to 39 has
been like a fairy tale in
India sports but apart
from becoming a
cynosure of everyone’s
eyes she was blamed
and critised by some
Muslim clerics for
wearing short skirts on
the tennis court is
unfortunate and those
who critised about her
attire on court should
realize that she is an
Indian first and then a
Muslim and have right to
were clothes like any
other tennis player in
which
she
is
comfortable.
She says ‘I enjoy
taking risk, hitting the ball
as hard
as I can’.

Compared to our pampered
overrated cricketers, Mirza
comes as a gust of fresh air
and the interesting aspect
of her game is beatable
which show optimism level

and apart from burdening
her with expectation and
hype, media should give
some space to develop her
natural talent.
The tennis prodigy
who is the
fastest
climber on
the WTA
ranking list,
moving an
incredible
264 place in
the past 18
month and
the
only
player at US
o p e n
outside the
top 10 taking
international
tennis world
by storm.
M i r z a
scored up
two victories
over top 10
player, stunning last years

US
open
champion
Svetlana Kuznetsova in
Dubai open and crushing
world number 2 Nadia
Petrova at San Diego
before losing in the final of
the Forest Hill and her rank
jumped to 42 after reaching
the final of the Forest Hill and
on August 8, 2005, she
entered top 50 following her
performance in the Acura
Classic in San Diego.
Reaching the quarter final of
Cincinnati open on July
2005, she loses to Akiko
Morigami but her ranking
climbs to 64. She was
ranked 77 after her win over
Kuznetsova in the Dubai
Open. She ranked 193 in
Makes Grand Slam debut
in 2005 Australia Open,
loses in the third round to
eventual winner Serena
Williams ranking to 132.
Ramaya Ganesh

Ashes To Ashes
The recent Ashes series
between two arch rivals Australia and England has
proved that Test Cricket still
has that charm which is required to bring the crowd
into the stand. This series is
played with a great spirit
where there is no controversy involved.
And it is good to see England clinched the Ashes
after seventeen long years.
Probably it is a comeback
series for England in seventeen years. They were moving lethargically with the
motion of the game till the
last Ashes series, But in the
recent series, sudden revival of two heroes - Andrew
Flintoff and Kevin Pieterson
who pulled England to a roaring victory turned the story.
In the First Test Australia
maintained its supremacy
by beating England in a big
margin, but in the Second
Test the English came into
the flow, paused on the part
of the Kangaroos. The
ceased English dream
found its wing resulting in a
boosted spirit in the Third
Test. The field favored the
English for their comeback
and the series levelled at
one-all This forced Ricky
Ponting, the Australian captain to wear his thinking cap.
In the Fourth Test, England
carried the same momentum irrespective of all strategies of the visitors. This
match put England ahead of
Australia in long 1.7 decades and a new flavour
was added to the England’s
spirit. Now it was time to
play for pride of the nation
and single mistake could
have taken all the persevered efforts down to defeat.
Again Pieterson and Flintoff
delivered an all-round performance to win the much
awaited series victory.
This metamorphosis of English Cricket has
taken its name forward to
be in list of chief
contentders of the 2007
World Cup to be organised
in the Carribean Islands.

Bhaskar Pratap Swain
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